Summer Conference 2021: 7 days of intensive exposure
of Comparative Materia Medica & Clinical Homoeopathy19th June (Saturday) to 26th June (Saturday), 2021.
Fees:
• Class room- £680; Partial participation £105 per day.
7 full days intensive, clinic-orientated teaching. Extensive lecture notes for each
day.

• Interactive Video-link transmitted directly from the
Classroom: £630. Partial Video link participation £98 per
day.
• If you only want the session recordings: Recordings will be kept
for 3 months for unlimited viewings: £360 (with handout) or £60 per day.

All of the above includes:
Unlimited viewing of each recorded sessions (for Class room as
well as Video linked participants) for 12 weeks after the class (till
mid-September).
If weekdays are difficult, can be a Video link participant and have
unlimited viewings of recordings.
Subrata is dedicating 2021 Summer Conference completely as
Clinic oriented teaching; dedicated to Practical Homoeopathy.
The programme aims to close the gap between theory and
practice and guarantee the use of Miasmatic knowledge and
confidently use Materia Medica and Organon in everyday
practice.
6 good reasons to join the Summer Conference of 2021:I.

7 days of in-depth exposure in Clinical and Comparative Materia
Medica
to
develop
your
confidence
in
Materia
Medica. Handout including case notes will be sent 4 weeks in
advance for your pre-course studies. All your (including Videolinked participants) questions/confusions are guaranteed to be
answered during the class by Subrata.

II.

Emphasis on Generals (Physical and/or Emotional) gives you
the correct prescription. Complete the symptoms with modalities
+ Generals + Aetiology and cover the surface miasm = Simple
straight forward non-confusing classical approach–Practical
demonstration in this Summer Conference.

III.

Observe rapid & permanent relief of drug dependant pathologies:
5 days of live cases in the Allen Teaching Clinic of U.K & India;
to develop your confidence. Also, practical demonstration of
Classical & Practical methodology (symptoms to value in a case
and what to ignore). Observe how simple Homoeopathy is
effective in varieties of advanced pathologies through 2 days of
Live video-link and 2 days of recorded video cases of Subrata's
Indian consulting rooms.

IV. During Case discussions: Subrata reflects the Chain of Medicines
may be needed for possible use in the future to finish the case;
e.g. in Arthritis cases: Rhus Tox may be followed by Calcarea
fluor and then Radium Bromide or Medorrhinum to finish the
case. You don’t get this information anywhere else! Also Subrata
shares his thought process of how he identifies the remedy in a
case from his Materia Medica understanding.
V.

If you are confused with different methodologies, see
practical demonstration of how Simple Homoeopathy works. Be
a confident prescriber with time tested, century old scientific
Methodology. This practical approach for present drug
dependant world is aimed to give you and your patient the
confidence that homoeopathy is working within 1st or 2nd
follow-up.
Re-visit the action of century old lesser known Organopathic
medicines like Helonius, Tanacetum, Verbena in Depression;
Amyl Nit., Epiphegus, Melilotus, Onosmodium, Usnea for
Migraine and wean off the conventional chemicals in
accordance with aphorism §91 of Organon and thereby
giving confidence to the patient that (a) yes, I can control
the dosage and may take fewer chemicals; (b) there are
alternatives to manage my condition and (c) homoeopathy is
working for me!

VI.

This course will offer you a CPD Certificate for 42 hours, amongst
which 30 hours of live case exposure and 12 hours of Case
analysis and Video cases.

Extensive lecture notes are provided. It will be sent 4 weeks in
advance by e.mail, for your pre-class studies.
Details: http://www.homoeopathycourse.com/index.php/training-courses/england-homoeopathytraining/7-day-summer-Conference

Time table: https://www.homoeopathy-course.com/images/pdf/SummerSchool-2021-Timetable.pdf
Pictures: http://www.homoeopathycourse.com/index.php/homoeopathy-resourcesmedia/homoeopathy-imagegallery/summer-Conference-england
Subrata's lectures: sample videos: http://www.homoeopathycourse.com/resources/video-gallery
To confirm your place, please send your non-refundable advance
deposit of £200 (by cheque or Bank Transfer; please ask for our BACS
details) along with your application form.
If you need any further clarification, please do not hesitate to contact
us again.
Warm welcome to Allen College, the home of Classical & Practical
Homoeopathy.

